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Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating Products 

 
DESCRIPTION:    Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products are 100% acrylic coatings with silica sand added at the factory 
during the manufacturing process and are designed for application onto properly cured new acrylic recreational coatings, 
asphalt, and concrete, as well as properly prepared and sound existing acrylic recreational coatings.  The arduously selected 
acrylic resins, mineral fillers and colorfast pigments that comprise the range of Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products 
provide a tough, durable line paint of uniform texture with vibrant, fade-resistant colors.  All Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating 
products are asbestos and mercury free. 

 
PRODUCT USAGE:    Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products are designed for tennis, pickleball, basketball and virtually 
every type of recreational or sports areas requiring playing lines.   

 
COLOR OPTIONS:    Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products are produced in three standard colors:  White, Yellow and 
Orange.  Har-Tru® Sports Coatings’ in-house chemist and technical staff also can match virtually any color selection provided 
and custom colors are available upon request. 

 
MIX DESIGN:    Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products are applied undiluted by an authorized applicator at the project site.   

 
APPLICATION METHOD:    Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products can be applied to a cleaned and dry area utilizing a roller 
or brush. 

 
COVERAGE:    The undiluted applied coverage rate of Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products are detailed below. NOTE:  The 
applied coverage rates will vary based on surface porosity, surface temperature, ambient air temperature, humidity, altitude, 
etc. 

 
Finish Coat Applications: approximately 400 to 500 linear feet per gallon. 

 
DRYING:    The approximate drying time for each application of Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products should be between 
30 and 60 minutes.  NOTE:  The drying time of each application can vary due to shade, surface porosity, surface temperature, 
ambient air temperature, humidity, altitude, etc.  Play on the newly applied should be permitted between 24 to 48 hours 
depending on the drying conditions and facility. 

 
LIMITATIONS:    Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products should not be applied when the ambient air temperature is below 
50° degrees Fahrenheit for 6 hours before the application process, during the application process and for 24 hours after a 
coat is applied or if the surface temperature exceeds 140° Fahrenheit.  Do not apply Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products 
if the surface is wet or if rain is imminent.  Do not apply Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products onto asphalt-based or tar-
based emulsion products. New asphalt should be allowed to cure for a minimum of 14 to 21 days and new concrete should 
be allowed to cure for approximately 35 days, check with your authorized Har-Tru® Sports Coatings contractor or applicator 
for any variances to these curing times based on local conditions. Keep all Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products from 
freezing and do not store in sun exposed areas.  Har-Tru® Textured Line Coating products will not prevent pavements from 
cracking or re-cracking. 
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